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Valid CompTIA Mobility+ MB0-001 Dumps with VCE and PDF for Free
(Question 26 - Question 50)
PassLeader released the NEWEST CompTIA MB0-001 exam dumps recently! Both MB0-001 VCE dumps and MB0-001 PDF
dumps are available on PassLeader, either MB0-001 VCE dumps or MB0-001 PDF dumps have the NEWEST MB0-001 exam
questions in it, they will help you passing CompTIA MB0-001 exam easily! You can download the valid MB0-001 dumps VCE and
PDF from PassLeader here: https://www.passleader.com/mb0-001.html (302 Q&As Dumps) Also, previewing the NEWEST
PassLeader MB0-001 dumps online for free on Google Drive:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-ob6L_QjGLpNWp4Rk9HSmQ4eWc QUESTION 26A Corporate Security Officer (CSO) asks
that a wireless risk assessment be completed. Which of the following threats should be taken into account? (Select TWO.) A.
Rogue access pointB. New employeeC. FirewallD. NATE. Warpathing Answer: AE QUESTION 27Which of the following
is an example of encryption for data at rest? A. WPA2B. SSHC. TLSD. AES Answer: D QUESTION 28Which of the
following is a best practice for configuring mobile network access control? A. Device passwordB. Certificate authenticationC.
IPsec VPND. ActiveSync Answer: B QUESTION 29Which of the following are ways to minimize the risks associated with
allowing mobile devices on an organization's network? (Select TWO.) A. BYODB. FirewallC. ActiveSyncD. IDS/IPSE.
Reporting Answer: BD QUESTION 30Which of the following is the BEST way to ensure Joe, a terminated employee, no longer has
access to the company network on his mobile device? A. Factory resetB. Disable cellular accessC. Revoke certificateD.
Close enterprise mail account Answer: C QUESTION 31Which of the following frequencies fall under the unlicensed spectrum for
WiFi network access? (Select TWO.) A. 1 GHzB. 2.4 GHzC. 3 GHzD. 3.5 GHzE. 5 GHz Answer: BE QUESTION 32
While connected to the company's wireless network, users are experiencing connection issues and reporting slow network speeds.
Which of the following actions is the BEST method to identify the issue? A. Perform wireless survey for wireless network
coverageB. Perform firmware updates on all affected wireless devicesC. Perform wireless network upgrade to resolve
connectivity issuesD. Perform airspace scanning with a spectrum analyzer for interference Answer: D QUESTION 33Company
employees are reporting wireless network connectivity issues. Which of the following can cause interference for the company
wireless network? (Select TWO.) A. Microwave ovensB. RefrigeratorsC. Nearby cell phone towersD. Vending machinesE.
Bluetooth devices Answer: AE QUESTION 34A company wants to deploy a wireless network for their employees and guests.
Employee and guest networks should be separated for security and privacy. Which of the following can be implemented to meet
these requirements? (Select TWO.) A. TCPB. UDPC. APND. SSIDE. VLAN Answer: DE QUESTION 35Which of the
following encryption methods will be the BEST way to secure the company wireless network? A. WAPB. WPA-TKIPC. WEP
D. WPA2/CCMP Answer: D QUESTION 36Which of the following encryption methods is BEST for data at rest on mobile
devices? A. ECCB. DESC. 3DESD. AES Answer: A QUESTION 37Guests are allowed to use the company wireless
network for Internet access only by connecting to the guest SSID through a captive portal for authentication. Guests reported that
they connected to the Internet without captive portal authentication. Which of the following would BEST explain this problem? A.
Directory services authentication failureB. DHCP failureC. DNS failureD. Rogue access point Answer: D QUESTION 38
UMTS belongs to which of the following generation of mobile cellular systems? A. 1GB. 2GC. 2.5GD. 3G Answer: D
QUESTION 39Which of the following cellular technologies divides digital cellular channels into three separate time slots for a more
efficient manner of transporting data than previous methods? A. RFIDB. 2.5GC. UTRAND. TDMA Answer: D QUESTION
40Which of the following RF behaviors would MOST likely be seen because of heavy snow? A. RefractionB. DiffractionC.
MirroringD. Absorption Answer: D QUESTION 41Which of the following describes dynamically switching from one cellular
tower to the next without dropping connectivity in cellular and WiFi networks? A. BouncingB. RoamingC. FailoverD. 3-way
handshake Answer: B QUESTION 42Joe, a network technician, has been using the company smart phone to fulfill his job role. Joe
must return the company smart phone at the end of his shift. Upon retrieving the smart phone at the start of his shift, the phone is not
sending text nor making phone calls. Other coworkers were not experiencing these issues. Which of the following is the MOST
likely problem? A. Joe is encountering a jamming attack.B. The smart phone is out of reach from the cellular tower.C. The
smart phone's network mode setting was changed from automatic to manual.D. The smart phone battery option is conflicting with
the network mode options. Answer: C QUESTION 43The chief executive officer (CEO) is reporting extreme latency issues with
three new wireless access points. The CEO and the financial department stream stock quotes all day through their tablets. The total
number of wireless users in the building is 280. Which of the following is the MOST probable cause? A. The wireless access
points are not utilizing a wireless network controller.B. The wireless access points are experiencing a high level of interference
because of newly installed cubicles.C. The wireless access points are not broadcasting.D. The wireless access points areover
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utilized. Answer: D QUESTION 44Which of the following are known as mobile device identifiers? (Select TWO.) A. UMTSB.
SCEPC. SMTPD. IMEIE. ICCID Answer: DE QUESTION 45Administrators receive a call saying Joe, a user, is not receiving
email on his mobile device, although all other functions are normal. Which of the following are the MOST likely actions to perform
to troubleshoot the problem? (Select TWO.) A. Ask if the device is powered onB. Look into the MDM portal for device status
and logsC. Ask if Joe is located in a basementD. Check for account statusE. Ping the device Answer: BD QUESTION 46
Which of the following protocols is required for iOS device MDM enrollments? A. VPNB. HTTPC. APNSD. IPSEC
Answer: C QUESTION 47Which of the following are considered security protocols? (Select THREE.) A. TLSB. GCMC.
POP3D. SSLE. IMAPF. 3DESG. SMTP Answer: ADF QUESTION 48All VPN connectivity and syncing has stopped for
both cellular and WiFi customers. Which of the following would be a common cause? (Select TWO.) A. LatencyB. Content
filtering misconfiguredC. Servers are downD. APNS and GCM FailureE. Certificates Answer: CE QUESTION 49
Administrators are receiving calls that captive portals are unavailable even though sufficient WiFi signals are available. Which of
the following would be the MOST likely cause? A. VPN TunnelsB. RSA TokensC. CDMAD. TDMA Answer: A
QUESTION 50Which of the following is the BEST way to renew an expired remote employee's device certificates? A. Email the
certificates to the personal email account so the employee can import themB. Remote into the device and update the certificates
with administrative rightsC. Ask the employee to perform a device level wipe and reactivate the device on MDMD. Have the
employee delete all policies and reactivate the device on MDM Answer: D Welcome to choose PassLeader MB0-001 dumps for
100% passing CompTIA MB0-001 exam: https://www.passleader.com/mb0-001.html (302 Q&As VCE Dumps and PDF Dumps)
Also, previewing the NEWEST PassLeader MB0-001 dumps online for free on Google Drive:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-ob6L_QjGLpNWp4Rk9HSmQ4eWc
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